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the Automation pyramid concept, traditionally used to
describe the different system levels of an overall automation
solution, needs to evolve
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CPS intrinsic existence defies the concept of rigid hierarchical levels, being each CPS capable of complex
functions across all layers and thus we adopt an updated version of the pyramid representation, where
the field level features CPS capable of articulated functions (thus in contact with all the pyramid layers),
while still a hierarchical structure is preserved.
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A Cyber Physical System can be defined as the convergence of the physical world and the virtual world, fostered by the diffusion of powerful and autonomous
microcomputers that are increasingly networked. CPS are ICT systems (sensing, computing, actuating, and communicating) embedded in interconnected physical
objects providing applications and services. In the realm of manufacturing (where CPS comprise machines, storage systems and, at large, production facilities
capable of autonomously exchanging information, triggering actions and controlling each other independently), this technological evolution is described as the
fourth industrial revolution (cf. “Industrie 4.0” roadmap).
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To support the convergence of physical world and virtual world, where the latter must closely
mirror the first and where the former generates an unprecedented volume of data to be handled
by the digital representation of the factory.
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To empower the ability to maintain the digital info available all along the factory life-cycle, despite
changes in purpose and tools, allowing data to be enriched and used as needed in that specific phase

The CPS is a mechatronic system with a proposed standard
for “real-time” interaction (i.e. IEC61499) and a Service
Oriented Interface for “any-time” interaction. CPS can be
aggregated to deliver more complex functions.

The IEC-61499 extension of the Function
Block paves the way for object orientation
and app development in the industrial
automation and simulation domains.
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Single CPS, natively compliant with
IEC61499 or CPS-ized, are hierarchically
arranged in groups of CPS, to deliver
higher and complex functions.
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In order to deploy both the real-time logics and the any-time
applications, we need a IEC61499 Engineering Programming
Environment, capable to handle also the proprietary technologies,
as long as they are compliant with the interaction standard
(integration preserving confidentiality). The language mirrors the
”CPS grouping” approach
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The programming environment offers low level functions, that
intrinsically encompasses complex implementation. We foresee the
development of an “APP store”, based on the programming
environment, capable to provide pre-programmed functions, behaviours
and SOA apps (e.g. CPS-based simulation tools). The APPs mask the
difficulty of the low level programming, thus empowering high level,
multifaceted, behaviours and functions implementation.
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Such a framework points to the
establishment of an ecosystem for
industrial simulation and related
SW applications. A business
opportunity.

A strong network effect ensures a rich and vibrant ecosystem of developers, applications, and support
towards customer's needs
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The availability of more applications
makes the platform’s offering more
valuable, and results into more
customers using the platform
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When components, equipment/machines and applications
exist, plants will be automatically drawn to adopt the platform

technology is not enough to sparkle the ecosystem growth and SMEs involvement: we need a systemic support
framework
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